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Abstract—E-government is growing to a size that
requires full attention fro m govern ments and demands
collaboration and facilitation between private sectors
and Non-Govern ment Organizat ions (NGOs). In order
to reach successful e-government applicat ions,
governments have to provide services to citizens,
businesses and government agencies. In Jordan, egovernment applications are limited to an informat ive
goal; they essentially offer info rmation and no services.
Moreover, it is found that the traditional peer-to-peer
integration of applications will result in a tightly
coupled system that reduces the agility and
expansibility of the E-Govern ment system. This paper
proposes a novel integration mechanism based on the
web service of the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
for the various E-government systems. We propose a
stage model fo r E-Govern ment interoperability based
on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). In addition, a
framework for E-government based on SOA is
proposed. The proposed architectures are being
examined using case study in the context of
implementing environ mental license web service in the
Jordanian min istry of environ ment.
Index Terms— E-govern ment, SOA, Web Serv ices.
I. Introduction
E-government refers to the delivery of national or
local government info rmation and services via the
internet or digital means to citizens, businesses, and
other government agencies. E-government facilitates
provision of relevant government informat ion in
electronic form to the citizens in a timely manner in
addition to better service delivery to citizens as well as
empowerment of the people through access to
informat ion without bureaucracy and improved
productivity and cost saving in doing business with
suppliers and government customers [1].
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During the last few years, several projects under the
E-government initiat ive have emerged, such as
developing secure government network and egovernment contact center projects. One of the main
challenges of these e-government init iatives relies on
efficiently integrating all heterogeneous public
informat ion systems and business processes of
government organizations by providing a unified
environment. Thus, the ambit ions of governments are to
facilitate and encourage development of ho mogenous
web platforms and provide their citizens with just one
single authentication to access several public services
such as taxation, social and health services [2].
In this paper, we are proposing a framework for an Egovernment based on Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA ) using Jordan as a case study. The paper is
organized as follows: Section II provides an overview
of the related work, and covers a brief description of Egovernment in Jordan. In addition, an overview of the
Service Oriented Architecture is provided in this section.
The methodology and a summary of the case study are
explained in Section III. Section IV addresses the
requirements for E-govern ment applications based on
SOA, and illustrates the stage model for E-government
interoperability based on SOA and applies this to the
case study. The proposed framework for E-government
based on SOA is also covered in this section. Finally,
the conclusions and recommendations for future work
are covered in section V.

II.

Literature Review

2.1 Related Work
According to Rothenberg [3], interoperability has
long been recognized as one of the major enablers for
providing ‘one stop’ government services to citizens.
Gottschalk [4] stated that interoperability refers to a
property of diverse systems and organizations enabling
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them to work together. Thus, improved interoperability
between government organizations is of critical
importance to make e-govern ment in itiat ives more
successful.
In a narrow sense, the term interoperability is often
used to describe a technical system; this means that
interoperability has to be conducted in two aspects:
technological
interoperability
and
semantic
interoperability. Technical interoperability concerns the
ability of integrating a variety of services and
informat ion resources into a common virtual system.
Semantic
interoperability
refers
to
semantic
categorization and exchanging of services in a
consistent and flexib le manner by service composition
[5].
According to Nanping and Yuan [6], the traditional
peer to peer e-government integration results in a tightly
coupled e-government system wh ich reduces agility,
expansibility and interoperability. Tradit ional egovernment systems suffer fro m several inefficiencies
as follows: Firstly, tightly coupled applications, which
means that any small change may result in the loss of
system control. Secondly, in-agility and in-expansibility
of the systems; the systems were developed by different
developers using different programming languages in
different platforms. Th irdly is unreliability in
communicat ion between government entities and
agencies. Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is
considered one of the promising technologies that
provide interoperability and integration between various
ranges of services, imp lemented by different software
applications, running on a variety of platforms in
government organizations.
2.2 E-g overnment in J ordan
The E-govern ment program in Jordan aims at
improving govern ment performance and efficiency,
ensuring public sector transparency and accountability,
enhancing interoperability
between government
agencies, and delivering high quality services to all
endeavors.
The Ministry of Information and Co mmunicat ion
Technology (MOICT) is responsible for build ing and
supporting the preparation of the e-government program
in coordination with various stakeholders.
Jordan has an official po rtal o f e-govern ment that
provides co mp rehensive info rmat ion and an entrance
g at e t o all in fo rmat io n and s erv ices p ro v id ed by
g overn men t min ist ries t o cit izens , bus inesses and
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government agencies. Each government ministry has
taken the responsibility to develop and maintain its own
official websites to deliver informat ion and services.
Therefore, all government agencies’ websites are
operating as separate islands with minimu m
communicat ion and system integration [7].
E-service project is designed to enable citizens to
process transactions online in a t imely and efficient
fashion [8]. In terms of e-services in Jordan, the egovernment program has been involved in developing
income tax e-service, driver’s and vehicle’s licensing eservice, real state registry and borders e-service, a
secure government network and an e -government
contact center. However, it is concluded that most of the
public e-services in Jordan are still in an early stage,
and with the exception of a very few e-services, most of
them have not obtained many of the expected outcomes
that the rhetoric of national strategies has promised [9].
There are challenges and limitations that are
hindering the full imp lementation of the e-government
program such as low Informat ion Technology (IT)
literacy among Jordanian citizens, lack of leg islations
and regulations that need to be streamlined and lack of
uniform technology platforms between government
departments and agencies. So, the delivery of egovernment services in Jordan is currently p lanned to
be service oriented and customer centric based on
modular and interoperable IT co mponents and accessed
via mult iple channels [10].
2.3 Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a current and
interdisciplinary field of research. SOA is defined as an
architectural approach that utilizes services such as the
basic constructs to support the development of rapid,
low-cost and easy composition of d istributed
applications even in heterogeneous environments. [11].
The main idea of SOA is to provide the functionality of
applications as a service and to allow a simple
mechanis m to access this service via a web
infrastructure.
Web services are currently the most popular
technology for implementing a SOA. The basic web
services standards are Simple Object Access Protocol
(SOA P) for messaging, Web Service Description
Language (WSDL) for describ ing web service
interface, and Universal Description, Discovery, and
Integration (UDDI) as an optional technology for
implementing the service broker [12]. The SOA
architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
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needed web services, in the Ministry of
Environment (MOENV). MOENV is planning to
transform their services into web services by
integrating these services with the Enterprise
Services Bus (ESB). MOENV is planning to
implement the following two web services: (1)
Issuing environmental license (2) Registrations for
running projects to follow up their environmental
impact.

Fig. 1: SOA Architecture (Adapted from Shah and
Patel [13])

The following are the key aspects of SOA princip les,
[14]:
(1) Louse coupling: relationship that min imizes
dependency and only requires that services retain
an awareness of each other.
(2) Service contract: co mmunicat ions agreement, as
described in service description.
(3) Autonomy: local control over the logic a service
encapsulates.
(4) Abstraction: hides logic fro m outside world.
(5) Reusability: logic div ided into different
compassable services.
(6) Co mposability: services can be coordinated and
assembled to form co mposite services.
(7) Interoperability: open standard-based interfaces
and protocols for the plug-and-play architectural
components.

III. Proposed Methodolog y
3.1 Framework for E-g overnment based on SOA
Considering the advantages that the service-oriented
approach can offer to the e-government applications;
such as interoperability between governmental agencies,
sharing of information and high transparency, the
proposed framework architecture is divided into four
layers, namely : client layer, presentation layer,
application layer, and data layer. This framework
illustrates the proposed integration and composition
between applications through SOA co mponents; web
services, Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) and Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL).
3.2 An Overview of the Case Study
Throughout this study, and to evaluate the
performance of the proposed methodology, we
used the following case study. First, we contacted
the head of the Information Technology (IT)
department, who is responsible for identifying
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

In this case study, we chose to apply the service
of issuing environmental license in the proposed
framework architecture, because it requires the
invocation and composition of web services from
multiple governmental agencies and entities. In
addition, we will use this service to compare
between the current workflow of the processes
and the proposed workflow of the MOENV
application processes using Business Process
Execution Language (BPEL).

IV. E-Government Based On SOA
The driving forces for using SOA approach in egovernment can be summarized as follows: (1) The
dynamic change in e-govern ment system requirements.
(2) The need for a highly autonomous approach for
government agencies. (3) The necessity for security,
inter-operability and co mmunicat ion within and among
the government agencies. (4) The distribution and
heterogeneity of e-government systems due to different
software entities running on different platforms that
need to cooperate via communicat ion protocols [15] [6].
4.1 Requirements of E-Government Applicati ons
There are several generic requirements to the
majority of the e-government applications of various
countries (e.g., on-line services, and mult iple access
channels) [16]. In addit ion to these generic
requirements, there are the specific ones to each country.
The dynamic change in e-government application
requirements defines what a citizen and business wish
to obtain through an e-government application, as well
as, constraints relating to the government agencies. The
generic requirements can be summarized as follows
[16]:
(1) Multiple access channels: The citizens and
businesses wish to have many ways of obtaining a
service. So they can use the service that is more
appropriate to their needs. This requirement is solved
through SOA by the separation of the access of
interface to the services and their business
processesSuch a separation enables interface to have
several forms (Web server, WAP server), without
having to carry out any modifications to the business
processes.
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(2) On-line informat ion and services: with the
development of informat ion and communication
technologies, the citizens and businesses wish to benefit
fro m on-line e-services, without having to move.
Nevertheless, some cit izens wish to get them manually.
Therefore, the e-govern ment applicat ions should
provide on-line information concerning the ways of
acquiring those services.

The exchanged SOAP messages shall be encrypted by
WS-security specifications in order to ensure their
confidentiality.
In addition to the generic requirements, Jordan has
specific requirements that could be achieved by SOA;
they are summarized as follo ws [17]:
(1) Reduce the cost of ownership for :

(3) To provide citizens, businesses and the various
government agencies with e-services, web services are
used. These web services present the needed
informat ion. Moreover, in order to offer good quality eservices in replacement of the co mplicated government
services, an ESB o r middleware (also called
orchestrator) is necessary. Indeed, by adding an ESB to
the e-government application, e-services imply ing more
than one government agency can be offered. This
composition, collaboration and orchestration are
possible whenever e-govern ment uses service-oriented
architecture.
(4) Interoperability. In Jordan, each governmental
agency is responsible for the develop ment of its own
informat ion system. Therefore, it is noticed that there is
heterogeneity in the technologies and the platforms used
[17]. Th is heterogeneity can be overcome by using the
service oriented approach which makes it possible to
exceed this kind of obstacle. Indeed, this approach
allo ws the co-operation between heterogeneous systems
since it is independent of the platform and the
implementation language.
(5) Govern ment
agencies
authentication.
A
government agency will have to be able to authenticate
another government agency that requires a service and
to authenticate itself near the other government agencies.
By using a SOA based on web services, different
government agencies will be ab le to co mmunicate using
SOAP. Therefore, their authentication can be assured
through a digital signature contained in the exchanged
SOAP messages. The signature will be carried out in
accordance to the WS-security standard in the aim of
not interfering with the interoperability constraint of the
architecture. Indeed, while following this standard, the
blocks of SOAP messages are signed in a standardized
way and they remain co mprehensible by the manifo ld
implied partners [18].
(6) Filtered services access. Some government
agencies may have the right to invoke a service while
others do not, that is due to the security feature for the
web services in SOA. To invoke a service, the
consumer must provide its authentication as an input.
(7) Data confidentiality. The data contained in the
e-government application and exchanged between the
different government agencies must remain confidential.
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Integration: the standardization feature of web
services in SOA leads to easily knowing how to work
together based on the predefined BPEL.
Maintenance: because SOA consists of reusable web
services, these reusable web services reduce the number
and internal co mplexity of services.
Devel opment: SOA services can be created by
wrapping the existing application and also are easily
reused and can be rapidly assembled into new,
composite application.
Higher quality services: the e-government in Jordan
strives to provide higher quality e-services. This
requirement could be achieved by the SOA principle of
web services reusability; increased web services
reusability creates higher quality services through
mu ltip le testing cycles fro m different service consumers.
(2) Support for change in government rules,
regulation and policies: e-government program in
Jordan requires a dynamic system that responds in a
short time and at low cost of adaptation to change in
rules and regulation. This could be achieved by the
SOA based on business rules module that allows
government agencies to administrate and manage their
rules and regulations in the repository.
(3) Integrating Govern ment to Govern ment (G2G),
Govern ment to Business (G2B), Govern ment to
Emp loyees (G2E) and Govern ment to Citizen (G2C)
services through a central plat form, (See Figure 2). This
requirement could be obtained through ESB wh ich can
be illustrated as the e-government central platform in
the context of e-govern ment. The e-government central
platform, as one important module of the SOA, can
provide the integration between these government
entities services regardless of their heterogeneity in
applications and software packages.
(4) Allow shared e-services such as online payment,
notification channels and authentication for the different
e-services that are requested by service consumers. By
implementing SOA, these shared services will be
available all the time in the ESB or the egovernmentcentral platform to be invoked and routed to
different web services.
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4.2 Interoperability in E-Government based on
SOA
Interoperability is referring to a property of
diverse systems and organizations enabling them
to interoperate together by providing standardized
information and services [4]. There are three
interoperability aspects that need to be considered
[19]:

Fig. 2: Integrating E-Government entities services

1) Semantic Interoperability: this is concerned
with ensuring that the precise meaning of
exchanged
information
and
services
is
understandable by any other applications. Also, it
enables systems to combine received information
with other information resources and to process it
in a meaningful manner.
2) Technical Interoperability: this covers the
technical issues of linking computer systems and
services. It includes key aspects such as interfaces,
data integration and middleware, data presentation
and exchange, accessibility and security services.
3) Organizational
Interoperability:
this
is
concerned with defining business goals, modeling
business processes and bringing about the
collaboration of administration units that wish to
exchange information and may have different
internal structures and processes.
4.3 Stage Model for E-government Interoperability
Based on SOA
Gottschalk [4] identified the five maturity levels for
interoperability in dig ital govern ment as follo ws: (1)
Co mp u ter int erop erab ility in wh ich techn ical and
semantic issues is solved in government agencies. (2)
Process interoperab ility in wh ich work processes are
lin ked . (3) Kn o wled g e int erop erab ilit y in wh ich
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knowledge is shared across government agencies. (4)
Value interoperability in which benefits are shared
government agencies. (5) Goal interoperability in wh ich
goals are aligned across government agencies.
Gottschalk and Solli-Sæther [20] concluded that
there are stages for e-government interoperability as
follows: (1) work process which allows the government
agency to inter-operate in work p rocesses across
government agencies. (2) knowledge sharing wh ich
allo ws the government agency to share knowledge
across government agencies. (3) value creation which
enables government agencies in creating value in interoperating government agencies. (4) strategic align ment
which enables inter-operating government agencies
sharing an aligned strategy.
According to the combination between SOA
maturity model and web services maturity model,
there are four maturity levels as follows: (1)
Implementing individual web services in which
services are created from tasks contained in a new
or
existing
application.
(2)
Service-oriented
integration of business functions in which services
are integrated across multiple applications inside
and outside the enterprise for a business objective.
(3) Enterprise-wide IT transformation in which
integration across business functions throughout
an enterprise is enabled by the architected
implementation; also web services are used across
organizations. (4)
Maturity level in
which
Federated services collaborate and create complex
products with individual services provided from
potentially many providers [21].
Based on the available literature on e-govern ment
interoperability and service oriented architecture
maturity models, this paper proposes a new model that
integrates all interoperability aspects and e-government
interoperability stages with SOA maturity, as illustrated
in Figure 3.
This proposed model works as follows: In stage
1, a government agency identifies web services
within the government agency; in other words, it
is called vertical web services in which they are
provided end-to-end by one government agency
but their integration pattern may use some of the
shared services such as authentication, notification
and
online
payment.
In
Stage
2,
cross
organizational web services need to be integrated
to the e-government central platform as it requires
the sharing and involvement of the other
government agencies’ web services
to
be
delivered. Also redesign and mapping of the
existing workflows and processes within and
between government departments will be done in
this stage.
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In stage 3, a web service flows across multiple
government agencies based on the defined business
process of interoperating government agencies. Then
composite web services will be orchestrated together to
create a measured value in cost reduction and task
performance because there is a high interoperability in
higher stages as indicated in Gottschalk, and SolliSæther [20]. Finally, in Stage 4, an e-governance portal

will be enabled to allow citizens, businesses and
government agencies to access government information
and services in a single consolidated browser view to
enjoy one stop government services. In addition, there
will be automated business processes and aligned
strategy, goals, policies, rules and standards across the
whole government agencies.

Fig. 3: Stage Model for E-Government Interoperability based on SOA

4.4 Framework for E-g overnment based on SOA
Based on the advantages that the serviceoriented approach can offer to the e-government
applications such as security, inter-operability and
highly autonomous communication within and
among the government agencies, we propose to
use SOA for the Jordanian e-government project.
Moreover, in view of general and specific
requirements, we need to separate the presentation
from the
application
in
an
e-government
application. Figure 4 presents the proposed
architecture for the e-government applications. It
is divided into four layers, namely: the client
layer, the presentation layer, the application layer,
the data layer. The proposed architecture is
supported by a secured government network that
provides connectivity to government entities,
inter-application communication and file sharing
or
exchange
between
governments'
entities.
Finally, the whole architecture will lead to egovernance. In what follows, we detail the diverse
levels of the proposed architecture.
Client layer represents the various e-government
application access channels such as computer (PC),
Mobile, PDA or cellular, kiosks that have access to the
e-government portal through the application interface.
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

The presentation layer manages the interface
proposed for the clients interacting with the egovernment application. For example, it contains a
web server for the users connected via a web
browser, a WAP server for the users connected via
Mobile phones or PDAs. Separating this layer
from the application layer makes the application
accessible via various channels such as web
browsers and even cellular phones, without having
to
change
the
application's
implementation.
Finally, the communications with the application
layer will be done using the SOAP protocol over
HTTP.
Components: Service consumers, central egovernment platform and service providers. As
illustrated in the Figure 4, the application in
government entity “A” as a consumer starts a
business process that includes executing tasks at
government entities “C” and “E” as service
providers. In addition to the notification service
provided by the e-government central platform,
the application at “A” will communicate with the
Business Process (BPEL) at its premises to
execute
the
complete
process.
The
BPEL
component invokes the entity “C” Web service
(WS-C), entity “E” Web service (WB-E) and the
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Notification WS web service through SOAP
messages and according to the rules that had been
set earlier in its rule engine.
The data layer ensures proper storage and persistence
of the governmental administration data. The
management of the access rights to the data is ensured

7

by the Database Management System (DBMS). This
layer must also be protected from possible external
intrusions by using a firewall. The latter, will filter the
exchanged data and will block all the communications
except those with the presentation, application and
administration layer pertaining to the governmental
administration.

Fig. 4: Proposed Framework for E-government based on SOA

4.5 Case Study
Here, we present a case study fro m the Jo rdanian
Ministry of Env iron ment (M OENV) to evaluate the
performance of the proposed framework.
The MOENV is planning to imp lement t wo web
services as follows: (1) Issuing Environ mental license
(2) Registrations for running projects to follow up their
environmental impact. In this case study, we chose to
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

discuss the service of issuing environmental license
because it requires the invocation and co mposition of
web services fro m mu ltiple governmental agencies and
entities. In addition, we will use this service to co mpare
between the current workflow of the processes and the
proposed workflo w of the MOENV application
processes using Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL).
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the customer (investor or the representative of any
company) will fill the e-application form with the
required info rmation such as project name and type
(industrial, Medical, etc.), o wner in formation or any
informat ion requested by MOENV and then upload the
required attached documents.

Fig. 5: Peer to Peer Connection for Issuing License at the Ministry

The current workflow to obtain an environmental
license is described next. A customer (Investor) wishes
to get environmental license for his project. First of all,
the customer must go to the license department and
request an application form. Then he will fill the
application and attach the required documents and send
them all back to the license department; the customer
must go to the Civil Status and Passport Department
(CSPD), M inistry of Industry and Trade (MIT) and the
Co mpany's Control Depart ment (CCD) to obtain the
required documents.
Next, the license department sends the application
and the attached documents to MOENV specialized
emp loyee for auditing and verification. Then the license
committee goes for field survey to decide if it needs
environmental evaluation or not. If the file needs
environmental evaluation, then this result goes to
MOENV technical co mmittee to study the case and it
sends its recommendations to the customer. Finally, the
customer forwards the study results to the license
committee in order to make a classification of the
project to issue the environmental license.
To imp lement an electronic service for this scenario,
there is a vital need for cooperation between MOENV,
CSPD, MIT and CCD, as each organization has its own
informat ion system. The MOENV application has to be
in favor of interoperability. Moreover, the application
should also be secured since most exchanged
informat ion is confidential, such as the project owner’s
informat ion.
This study takes into account all the requirements and
describes the proposed e-government application
process for MOENV based on the suggested Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) framework. The customer
connects to the e-government portal via a personal
computer, a mob ile phone, or a PDA. Then, the
customer login to the web service of issuing
environmental license via the application interface; the
customer will be authenticated by the system. After that,
Copyright © 2013 M ECS

According to the customer or owner type, the system
will auto matically verify the o wner info rmation as
follows: if the owner is any individual, a governmental
entity or NGO, the system will be automat ically verified
with the CSPD for the co mpany representative
informat ion. Also, if the owner is registered in the MIT,
then the system will be auto matically verified with the
CSPD for the co mpany representative information, and
it will be verified with the MIT for the company
informat ion such as the national ID. If the owner is
registered in the CCD, the system will be automatically
verified with the CSPD for the company representative
informat ion, and it will be verified with the CCD for the
company informat ion such as the national ID.
Next, the customer pays the application fee through
the e-payment gateway shared service. The customer
will be notified, through SMS or e-mail v ia the
notification shared service, about the date for field
survey scheduled by the MOENV specialized employee,
one day before the scheduled visit. After filling the
survey data, the application is forwarded to the
licensing committee to make a decision; if the project
needs a study for environ mental impact assessment then
the study result is forwarded to the licensing committee
to make a decision of approval o r rejection.
Finally, if the application is approved then an
environmental ID is issued, and a username and
password is given to the customer (or investor) to
benefit fro m the other services provided by the system
in the future, or to ed it any of the allowed information
in h is profile. A lso, he will be informed via SMS
gateway of the results of his application.
Fro m this study, we can conclude that the
development of e-govern ment applications in Jordan
using a service-oriented arch itecture offers several
advantages while respecting the requirements which we
identified:
(1) Making it possible for the citizen to pro fit fro m
various services while saving time. In the
scenario presented above, the citizen will be ab le
to get environmental permission without having
to present himself at the MOENV, CSPD, MIT,
and CCD.
(2) Decreasing the load of the employees in various
governmental units.
(3) Allowing interoperability between the different
governmental ad min istrations in spite of their
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heterogeneity, thus facilitating the co-operation
between them.
[6]
V. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a stage model for EGovern ment interoperability based on Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) that integrates all interoperability
aspects and e-government interoperability stages with
SOA maturity as well as a proposed framework for Egovernment based on SOA. We have described in
details the proposed layers for the framework
architecture; namely: the client layer, the presentation
layer, the application layer, the data layer, and outlined
their interactions. Then, we applied this architecture for
a Jordanian Case Study, in the context of imp lementing
environmental license web service in the MOENV.
In conclusion, SOA improves the quality of EGovern ment applicat ion as follows: (1) Agility and
expansibility in the service integration. (2) Higher
quality services through web services reusability. (3)
Allowing interoperability between the different
governmental administrations in spite of their
heterogeneity. (4) Provid ing secured architecture and
infrastructure integration, also well-defined data
standards. (5) Sharing of data between government
agencies would be done in a controlled and proper way
that protects sensitive information related to citizens. (6)
Leads to common ob jectives, goals and strategies which
eliminates confusion and conflicts among governmental
agencies.
Future research would focus on the imp lementation
of e-government web services based on the proposed
framework of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). In
addition, it is wo rthwhile to measure the impact o f these
web services on the citizens, businesses and
government agencies.
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